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Jonas Sulzbach's page on the site MetArt. In spite of this, she still appears to have a very good figure. She has sometimes been compared to Eva Amurri.News Latest KBSe news Labour still leads in the polls
Thursday, 19 July 2010 The latest KBC Research polls reveal that Labour are still ahead of the Conservatives in the ongoing polls to elect MPs to the House of Commons. As of last week, the latest KBC

research poll showed a narrow advantage to the Conservatives in the polls, with Labour at 44%, followed by the Conservatives on 41%. The Liberal Democrats are at 8%. This week's poll gave Labour a slight
lead with 42% followed by the Conservatives on 41%. The Liberal Democrats are at 6%. A third poll released today has Labour slightly ahead of the Conservatives in the YouGov polls at 43% to the

Conservatives on 39% and the Liberal Democrats on 7%. Sir John Curtice, Senior Research Fellow in Politics at KBC Research, said: "Although many people appear to be in no rush to make a decision in this
election campaign, the latest polls suggest that the Conservatives are likely to continue to edge it out in the lead. Labour remain more in touch with voters than the Conservatives, as they have been throughout
this campaign and have several advantages which could help them to break the deadlock at Westminster. "The best reason to believe that Labour will secure an overall majority is that the party has been very
successful in forming a strong team on the ground in marginal constituencies across the country, while the Conservatives remain under-resourced in many areas. "Labour should also be aware that the Liberal
Democrats remain well behind both parties. In the election in May, the party did well in what were seen as traditional Conservative seats. However, their vote share has not increased, despite a gain in opinion

polls. Given this lack of momentum and the extent of support for other parties, the Liberal Democrats are unlikely to secure many seats. "The Liberal Democrats must now focus on how they will regain
support from 2010." The next KBC poll will be published on Thursday, 8 September. KBC Research is a leading provider of independent political research for election campaigns, media organisations and

political parties. The firm's weekly Political Monitor, carried out in face-to-face surveys of voters, features in-depth insight into public opinion. The firm is also responsible for the weekly '
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